Draft Agenda

1- Welcome: Ms. Josefina Stubbs, Associate Vice President, Strategy and Knowledge Department, IFAD

2- Updates: UNGA Resolution “Follow-Up And Review Of The 2030 Agenda For Sustainable Development At The Global Level” (for information)

3- Zero-draft proposal on CFS engagement to advance the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (for discussion and finalization)

4- Draft CFS43 decision text (for discussion and finalization)

5- CFS products for the 2030 Agenda: mapping (for discussion)

6- AOB

Background documents:

- Meeting Agenda (document CFS OEWG-SDGs/2016/06/22/00)
- For finalization: zero-draft Proposal to advance the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (document CFS OEWG-SDGs/2016/06/22/02)
- For information: Appendices (document CFS OEWG-SDGs/2016/06/22/03)
- For finalization: draft CFS43 decision on CFS’ Proposal to advance the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (document CFS OEWG-SDGs/2016/06/22/04)
- For discussion: mapping CFS products’ contribution to advancing the 2030 Agenda and SDG targets (document CFS OEWG-SDGs/2016/02/24/05.rev2)